
Outback

Across the Simpson ! New Years '08/09



About this diary

"A crazy adventure that will never be 
forgotten".  
  
Last of the Australian deserts to be fully 
explored, the Simpson is one of the legendary 
4WD treks in this country.

Doing the trip from east to west ! is the most 
di"cult way because the dunes are steeper on 
the eastern side.  This is particularly prominent 
during the 'restricted season' when the desert is 
closed to pubic access between the first of 
December and the fifteenth of March due to 
extreme conditions such as sand storms and 
floods.  



Simpson Crossing

When a man needs to be alone; one of the most remote and restricted locations 
in the country was naturally the choice.  Mind refreshing, yet both mentally and 
physically challenging this dangerous adventure depicts some of the most 
beautiful sights that the Simpson desert has on o#er during the extreme summer 
months.

The trip begins in South Australia GPS / cross country navigating the Flinders 
Rangers.  From the rangers the trip heads through the remote north east 
through the Gammon Rangers and out towards Innamincka via the southern 
hemispheres largest gas field in Cooma.   

The Simpson trip begins from Innamincka.  Towards the Birdsville track via 
'Walker's Crossing' $226 km%.  Birdsville track through 'Clifton Hills' towards the 
Simpson Desert Reserves $90 km%.  Via the Warburton track towards the 'K1 & 
Rig Road Junction' $105 km%.  Rig Road towards 'Dalhousie Springs' $347 km%.  
Dalhousie Springs via Mt Dare through Kulgera to Yulara $620 km%.              
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In search for a 'room with a view'
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Spectacular Flinders Rangers, SA
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Sunset Flinders Rangers
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Say 'cheese'
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Left: 'Old Tee Tree Outstation'
Right: Strezlecki Track
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Left: Bore water
Above: Cooma gas field
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Above: Sunset 10 km south of Innimincka $new years eve% 
Right: Warburton track towards the K1 line









Simpson desert summer closure
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Several gate's along the way
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"4WD skills are required"
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Entering the Simpson Desert Regional Reserve











First few major sand dunes along the Rig Road, SA
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Maximum driver concentration is required to not damage the vehicle







One of many dried salt lakes
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Afghan camels in search of much needed water
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Sun setting in the regional reserve
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Left: 'Lone Gum Tree'
Right: Lush Simpson after recent rain falls 







This is what happens when you take your eyes of the road for only 2 seconds
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French line, SA
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Sunset 15 km south of 'Dalhousie Springs'
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Usual suspects
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